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01 - THE CLIENT

Dr Kevin Dolan - Weight Loss Surgeon

Part of a wider digital solution implemented by Five Star Clinics, a number of marketing 

automation entry points were set up for Dr Kevin Dolan. These were originally set up with 

links from the website to a landing page which prompted the visitor to download a guide to 

a specific treatment by entering their contact details.  

This guide acted as a value-add, or incentive for providing Dr Dolan with their contact details.



02 - THE PROBLEM

The Problem

The initial problem that Dr Kevin Dolan presented to Five Star Clinics was that although 

he had a popular website and was receiving enquiries, not many of these people were 

converting into patients.

Immediately Five Star Clinics were able to identify that whilst website visitors were plenty, 

many were simply looking at the website as a source of information and not to book right 

away. These potential patients were not being nurtured until the point of purchase, nor 

were they receiving all the information that they were looking for.

Prior to the implementation of marketing automation, Dr Kevin Dolan’s website was 

receiving roughly a 3% conversion rate for website visitors who made a booking enquiry. 

This is generally considered a somewhat average conversion rate within the health industry.

Although the capacity to improve this conversion rate was there, Dr Dolan had no means 

to achieve this.
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03 - THE SOLUTION

The Solution

Part of a wider digital solution implemented by Five Star Clinics, a number of marketing 

automation entry points were set up for Dr Kevin Dolan. These were originally set up with 

links from the website to a landing page which prompted the visitor to download a guide to 

a specific treatment by entering their contact details. 

This guide acted as a value-add, or incentive for providing Dr Dolan with their contact details.

Another major advantage of providing patients with further information to guide them 

through the buying cycle is that it allows questions to be answered by self-education rather 

than by phone enquiry. This reduced the time reception staff spent answering questions 

over the phone, giving them more time to spend on the management of quality leads, 

captured through marketing automation, who are further along in the decision making 

process.

Weight loss surgery is also a topic that many people feel uncomfortable speaking about in-

person or over the phone. By downloading a guide to receive more information, potential 

patients are less likely to become “inactive or abandoned”, meaning that they no longer 

have communication with the business in any form.

Over the past year of utilising marketing automation for Dr Kevin Dolan, Five Star Clinics 

have grown a sizeable database of almost 8,000 people. This database can now be used to 

remarket to people that did not convert into a patient, existing patients who are suitable 

for supplementary procedures, or even general practitioners who can refer patients to Dr 

Kevin Dolan.



04 - THE RESULTS

Results

Five Star Clinics implemented a number of marketing automations that linked to a unique 

booking page from the automation emails. These emails were sent out to the potential 

patient in order to track the conversion rate from each campaign. After approximately one 

year of running these automations, Dr Kevin Dolan now has a booking conversion rate of 

21.3% from these unique booking pages.

Even organic conversions through the website contact page have increased to 5.5% as can 

be seen in the diagram.

Both existing patient and potential patient interaction also increased since the automations 

were implemented. This was especially important for Dr Kevin Dolan as much of his 

procedures rely on the use of before and after images, and previous patient experiences to 

convince patients to go ahead. For this reason, many of the campaigns that Five Star Clinics 

launched for Dr Dolan targeted these areas.

Interactions with emails inside the automations themselves benefited from these one off 

campaigns too, with interactions rates being very high.



An intangible aspect of Dr Kevin Dolan’s marketing automation that is invaluable when 

it comes to managing and converting leads into patients is the integration with a lead 

management system. Viewing and keeping track of the lead through the automation and 

contacting them at an appropriate stage in the buying cycle means that the lead is educated 

over a specific timeline. 

Dr Kevin Dolan’s reception staff could follow up with these prospective patients, allowing 

them to address their exact needs, and cross-sell or down-sell them with confidence if 

necessary.



05 - WHATS NEXT

What’s Next For Dr Kevin Dolan?

Five Star Clinics have not only achieved the goal that Dr Kevin Dolan originally presented, 

but have also built a database, which will be the foundation of future marketing strategy.

Dr Kevin Dolan is booked out months in advance for his bariatric procedures and 

is regularly taking appointments from previous patients who are looking for 

supplementary procedures.

In the immediate future, Five Star Clinics will work to market procedures to previous 

patients of Dr Dolan who are suitable for complementary or supplementary procedures. 

This can be done using one off email campaigns and feeding previous patients into specific 

surgery automations.

As the number of leads that Dr Kevin Dolan receives increases, so to does the number of 

potential patients who, although may not be ready to book right away, can be nurtured and 

educated until they are ready to make a booking.



06 - TESTIMONIALS

Testimonials

The educational campaigns that have been created by 5 Star Clinics have helped inform my patients about the 

treatment options available to them and increased the amount of prospects connecting with my business.

Dr Kevin Dolan

Laparoscopic Obesity 
Surgeon



07 - FIVE STAR CLINICS

Five Star Clinics

Five Star Clinics was established to help great practices and passionate doctors become truly 

extraordinary in this fast-changing climate. We have been established on three continents 

for over two decades, and our team of Five Star Specialists have a combined 80+ years 

experience in the healthcare field. 

Whether you’re a start-up needing a brand, a website, video, and some serious SEO support, 

or your practice is stuck in the dark ages and needs to take a massive step forward in all 

things digital like social media, content marketing, marketing automation, reputation 

management, email marketing and online advertising, we can help. It doesn’t end 

there though.

 At Five Star Clinics we take marketing a step further by showing you and your staff how to 

manage the leads generated by all these activities, and streamline your interactions with 

them to convert as many as possible into paying patients who will tell their friends about 

your clinic and treatments.

Go beyond marketing. Let Five Star Clinics help you and your 
practice become truly extraordinary; truly Five Star.

CONTACT FIVE STAR CLINICS

https://fivestar.stagingsurfpacific.com/become-a-client/
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